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ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey. And for anyone who thinks that 
"Arts and Africa" has to be a solemn programme, dealing as we do in 
that most serious of subjects - culture, here's some evidence to the 
contrary. 

MUSIC 

"Mon Coeur Balance". 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

"Mon Coeur Balance'' - 'my heart's swinging from side to side'. The 
singer is Daouda who comes from the Ivory Coast though I can detect lots 
of influences in the beating of this particular heart. 

MUSIC 

"Mon Coeur Balance". 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

Today's guest is Ken Saro-Wiwa from Nigeria and Ken, I hope you'll 
take our opening music as a sign of welcome. 

KEN SARO- WIWA 

Yes, thanks, I enjoyed it. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

It's always good to get you talking about your writing, whether 
it ' s your poetry, your plays or a new novel. And to set the scene for 
your novel here ' s a reminder of Nigeria in the 1960's. 

MUSIC 

"Eddie Quansa" by Peacocks Guitar Band. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

You've called your new novel "Sozaboy". That's what you cal l your 
hero in actual fact , whi ch I think is a corruption of 'soldier boy' . 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

Yes . 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now what's the story you tell? 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

I tell the story of a young boy who has been pressed into war, 
indeed the last civil war in Nigeria . He gets into war, he has a lot of 
experiences and at the end of the war he returns to his village only to 
find that he has been given up for dead and he's now seen as a spectre 
come to haunt the village . 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

Which part of Nigeria is this village? 

KEN SARO- WIWA 

It could be in any of the villages in the theatre of war, it didn't 
really have to be in Niger~a. However I come from the Rivers State, from 
Hori actually in Rivers State, and it may be assumed that this story 
o:-riginates in that general area. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well, do I take it that the war, the instance of the war, provided 
you with a ready-made plot and that you had enough material from it to 
build this plot up? 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

Yes to a large extent that would be true. I have served as 
Administrator in Bonny in the theatre of war and therefore I had contacts 
w±th most of the incidents that surface in some of the things that I 
w.r .-i te now. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now it looks as if pidgin is rapidly becoming very popular in 
Nigerian literature. Yet you describe the language you are using here as 
''rotten English'. 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

I have used pidgin in the long poem which I read on this programme 
last time. In this instance I have used another type of language which 
i:.s also current in Nigeria and it's what I call 'rotten English'. It 
facEis really in a valley between standard English and pidgin English. 
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KEN SARO- WIWA 

Really it is an attempt by a boy who is not very well educated to attain 
standard English. He doesn't really, get there because he doesn't know 
enough. At the same time he doesn't want to use pidgin English because 
he wants to communicate with people of higher abilities. I call that 
area 'rotten English'. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Yes. Can you give us an example from the novel? 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

Well I think on page 162 we have Sozaboy speaking in good English 
and then in 'rotten English'. 

EXTRACT 

"Sozaboy" by Ken Saro-Wiwa. 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

It is, in fact, the sort of language which a large number of Nigerians 
who have had some measure of education speak. I picked up the language 
from the motor parks and such areas actually. But this is an experiment 
and we'll see exactly how it goes. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now you have this television series ''Bassey and Company". Do you 
use this kind of language in that series or do you use pidgin or do you 
use what I would call standard English? 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

In "Bassey and Company" it's another kettle of fish al together 
because I try to use "Bassey and Company" to teach good English. Now 
this may sound very strange to you but I have been very concerned with 
the state of the English language in Nigeria, largely because I see the 
language as a tool ~ for acquiring technology. Therefore when I did my 
series which is a comedy series I came out with purely formal language. 
Actually all the characters are doing very, very bad things yet their 
language is so good that it's satirical actually. 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

I think that what you call 'rotten English' actually produces very 
good comedy in this novel and I'll give you an exam~le. Here Sozaboy 
has gone to his girl-friends house, Agnes's house, and to his surprise 
the girl starts kissing him and this is what he says: 

EXTRACT 

"Sozaboy" - Ken Saro- Wiwa. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now I think that comes out very well, it's not artificial if you 
see what I mean, it's very spontaneous . 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

Yes. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now these characters who are, shall I say, very ordinary people and 
they speak very earthily, their language is very earthy . In many places 
there are lots of quotations which I wouldn ' t like to read on the air but 
it came to me as a surprise that you, having been a Minister of Education, 
don ' t find it embarrassing to write in unrefined language like that . 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

(Laughs) No, no this has nothing to do with me, it's the creative 
spirit, I'm talking about what is . 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Does the same thing appear in your television series , I mean, do 
you come out with this sort of language? 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

No, no . 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Do you think it shouldn't be spoken in public? 

KEN SARO- WIWA 

No, it shouldn't be spoken in public . (BOTH LAUGH) The television 
series is very polite, very nice, very urbane. Here, we are talking about 
villagers and they have an earthy way to their lives . There isn't any 
hiding that really. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Why do you, long after the war is finished, still write about it? 
Aren't you opening up old wounds? 

KEN SARO- WIWA 

No, the war was a very important event in Nigeria and actually in my 
mind all the events of that war have not been sufficiently examined in 
literature. I believe that for a long, long time people are going to 
refer to the war and things that happened at that time. You see the war 
is conflict and drama is conflict; war is tragedy, poetry has tragedy, 
drama is tragedy. So to a very large extent people will keep on referring 
to the war. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

I've heard it said that you can't express real tragedy in pidgin. 
I don't think I agree with it because here, although once again I say 
this is 'rotten English' which is neither pidgin or good English, I think 
you bring out the tragedy very well. I would like you to read the 
passage for us where a bomb explodes and people get killed. 

EXTRACT 

hsozaboy" - Ken Saro-Wiwa 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

I'd like listeners to understand that the word 'Bullet' there is 
the name of a friend of Sozaboy. I think it is very tragic. Have you 
got any writing in hand at the moment? 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

Yes, indeed I have done twenty-four episodes of "B and Company '', 
the comedy series. I have the political aspect of the war, my own 
experiences, I'm working on that, and I have a selection of short stories 
coming out at the end of this month. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

That's rather impressive. You've been doing all this and at the 
same time you are a very, very busy .businessman. How do you get time to 
do your literature? 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

Well let's put it this way. When my business was in the early 
stages I stopped writing. Now I think I want to return to writing 

_because I always thought of myself as a writer but the necessity for day 
to day living made me concentrate in the first instance on supporting. 
myself and my family. Basically when this feeling moves you, you j ust 
have to write . 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

(Laughs) Ken Saro-Wiwa thank you very much indeed. 

KEN SARO-WIWA 

Thanks. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Ken Saro-Wiwa's novel is called 'Sozaboy'. It's published by Saros 
International publishers at the price of £8.95. And to check that Daouda's 
heart has bee~ beating .right through today's programme I'm going to 
apply my musical stethoscope as soon as I've invited you to join me, Alex 
Tetteh-Lartey, next week for more "Arts and Africa". 


